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1 Introduction 

This deliverable is the output of the Task 1.2.3 of PerformFISH, in which the heritability of disease 
resistance against different pathogens in European sea bass was studied. The initial plan was to 
design and conduct experiments for growth targeting diseases that, to our knowledge and 
information at the time of the proposal submission, had not been tackled in previous EU-funded 
projects, and were currently and imminently considered as high priority threats to the 
aquaculture industry: Lernanthropus kroyeri, Ceratothoa oestroides and Vibrio harveyi. 
However, the samplings during the first year of trials showed that there was no farm heavily 
impacted by C. oestroides, and our attention was shifted to another threatening monogenean 
with significant presence in most European sea bass farms in Greece, the gill parasite 
Diplectanum aequans. 

In contrast to Vibrio anguillarum, which can be efficiently controlled by commercial vaccines, V. 
harveyi exhibits lower antigen specificity and it is difficult to control, while it is considered as a 
major disease in world aquaculture production across species and countries. Similarly, parasites 
like L. kroyeri and D. aequans, are causing great reduction to European sea bass production, 
increasing mortalities and decreasing the fish weight gain. A big scale trial for parasites’ 
resistance with cohabitation in heavily infected environments were conducted with juveniles 
originating from commercial breeding programs: indoors in France (for V. harveyi) and in open-
sea cages in Greece (for L. kroyeri and D. aequans).  

The ectoparasite L. kroyeri is a major threat to European sea bass farming in Adriatic Sea and 
Eastern Mediterranean Sea. The presence of L. kroyeri significantly affects the performance of 
fish farming by causing retardation of fish growth and bringing lower sale price of parasitized 
fish compared with their non-affected counterparts. In some occasions, mortalities are higher 
into heavily parasitized populations although there is no direct relationship between the 
presence of parasite and the cause of death of the fish. Fish farmers do not currently have tools 
to treat the fish infected with L. kroyeri; from one hand, its size makes impossible the use of 
mechanical means (i.e. remove it by hand), and on the other hand there are no licensed 
antiparasitic treatments. In the last years, farmers in the Mediterranean Sea take advantage of 
the “cascade principle” to import antiparasitic products with emamectin benzoate as an active 
compound, licensed in countries with well-established farming of salmon and trout, and the 
treatment is provided through medicated feeds. Although, the effectiveness of the treatment is 
under discussion because it indeed reduces the parasite numbers but it does not eliminate them, 
questions are posed for the sustainability of this process either due to the use of chemicals or 
due to the long term effectiveness of the treatment as in many cases the parasites become 
resistant after extensive and prolonged use of antiparasitic substances.  

Selective breeding is widely accepted to be an effective strategy to improve fish resistance to 
specific pathogens, holding huge potential to alleviate the use of antibiotics and anti-parasite 
drugs in aquaculture (Houston et al., 2017). This is particularly important for marine aquaculture 
species that are exposed to the open-sea environment, and disease prevention through 
management and biosecurity is challenging (Lafferty et al., 2015). As a result, it has become a 
desired breeding goal consisting a primary strategy for tackling disease resistance issues in fish 
species (Zhao et al., 2020). The aquaculture species, and fish in particular, present the advantage 
of large family sizes, which allows for family-based selective breeding programs. Additionally, 
the Genomic Selection (GS) approaches are in position to simultaneously incorporate dense SNP 
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marker genotypes with phenotypic data from related animals to predict animal-specific genomic 
breeding value (GEBV), which circumvents the need to measure the disease phenotype in 
potential breeders. Therefore, improving resistance to key pathogens of the European sea bass 
through selective breeding could be an alternative measure for future parasite control, 
exploiting naturally occurring genetic variation (heritability) for resistance in farmed aquaculture 
populations. Moreover, effective selective breeding programs can offer cumulative and 
permanent improvements in host resistance (Bishop and Woolliams, 2010; Yáñez et al., 2014). 

The objective of the study was to evaluate the feasibility of improvement on parasites resilience 
through selective breeding methodologies. The main traits of commercial interest were 
resistance to parasites (number of parasites hosted in each fish), and growth at an environment 
heavily infected by parasites. The susceptibility of European sea bass can be expressed either as 
number of parasites hosted per animal, or as growth recorded in an environment heavily 
affected by a specific parasite. For example, in the case of L. kroyeri, we were able to 
phenotypically record both traits, although for the first trait, animal's death is a prerequisite. 

Heritability estimates of disease resistance for these three diseases will be further used 
downstream in WP1 to calculate genetic correlations, with growth as a production trait. Taking 
into account what is described in other experiments and in which feed substitution of marine 
ingredients with raw plant meal (soya, corn gluten etc.) may render fish more sensitive to 
vibriosis and probably also other parasites, while simultaneously decreasing growth and 
increasing mortality by altering gut integrity membranes, in all WP1 experiments genetic 
parameters for these three diseases will be estimated under normal non-substituted feeds. 
Acquired knowledge from this deliverable is also going to be employed and addressed in WP6 
with the estimation of the genotype by feed interaction (GxF). 

 

 

2 Materials and methods 

2.1 Trials 

2.1.1 Parasites 
In total 9,245 European sea bass (D. labrax) juveniles originating from the Nireus breeding 
program constituting of 182 full-sib and half-sib families were individually pit-tagged and fin-
clipped, divided into two groups and transferred to two sites (Vathia Louza GR 07 FISH 003 at 
Nafpaktos and Akrotiri Paganias GR 32 FISH 012 at Sagiada) selected for parasites challenge tests 
to the monogenean Diplectanum aequans and the copepod Lernanthropus kroyeri, respectively. 
In total, the trial lasted for two continuous years, and each challenge test had a duration of 6 
months. During the trial, weight recordings were taken every 2 months and parasites in each 
animal counted at the end of each trial. Trials for parasite resistance were conducted twice, 
initially in the period of September 2017 to January 2018, and then in the period of August 2018 
to December 2018 in next year.  

For all four trials, European sea bass juveniles originated from Nireus Research Center, where 
company's selective breeding program is operated. Every year, different full-sib and half-sib 
families were created, 25 offspring from each family were individually pit tagged at 15g and 
transferred to the selected open sea farming area, where heavy parasitism was previously 
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confirmed. In parallel, 1,000 offspring of the same year class, products of the same years 
crossings were stocked in a fish cage next to the experimental one, in order to monitor the 
infection level through frequent (every 15 days) sampling and counting. After transfer to the sea 
and every 2 months, individual weight recordings performed to the experimental fish. Final 
weight recording realized after 6 months, and all the fish were stored in freezers before counting 
of the target parasites was performed a few days later. Parasites were counted by experienced 
personnel, fish health experts, members of Nireus Pathology Department. Health experts 
counted the number of parasites at each gill arch in both sides of the fish with the use of 
microscopes in case of D. aequans, and stereoscopes in the case of L. kroyeri. For years 2018 
and 2019, 1,608 and 1,197 fish were examined, respectively, for the presence of D. aequans. 
The first year of the trial (2018) it was decided not to count parasites on fish transferred to 
Sagiada site due to high mortalities that affected the results of the cohabitation trials for L. 
kroyeri. In the next year (2019), recordings were made to 1,411 fish out of the 2,295 initially 
introduced in the farm.  

 

2.1.2 Vibrio harveyi 
European sea bass (D. labrax) juveniles were produced in February 2017 by the Ecloserie Marine 
de Gravelines breeding program from three full factorial mating designs of 5 males and 15 
females using artificial fertilization. On the 7th of February 2018, at the age of 345 days post 
fertilization (75 g of mean body weight), 1,186 fish were sent to FORTIOR Genetics SYSAAF-
ANSES platform to undergo the bacterial challenge. At FORTIOR Genetics, the fish were split into 
6 tanks of 400 L (5 test tanks and 1 control). The start of the challenge took place on the 12th of 
March 2018. On this day, following anaesthesia, all fish were injected with 100 μL of bacterial 
suspension at a concentration of 2.1012 CFU/ml. This concentration was previously defined 
based on pre-test challenges realized in February 2018, in which 250 fish (50 g of mean body 
weight) were injected with bacterial suspension at different concentration. During the days 
following injections, dead fish were removed from the tank twice a day. Autopsies were run daily 
on several fish to confirm the cause of death based on physical symptoms typically caused by V. 
harveyi such as redness around the base of the fins, around the opercula, the mouth and the 
anus. Furthermore, 10 randomly chosen fish were sent to bacteriological analysis, which 
confirmed the presence of V. harveyi in the spleens and kidneys. For each fish, a piece of fin was 
collected. This was done right after death for the dead fish and at the end of the challenge for 
the survival fish. Hence, every fin sample were associated to a dead/alive status as well as to a 
day of death after injections. Then, among the 1.186 fish with fin samples, 898 were genotyped 
on 1,000 SNP markers. The genotypes were used to reconstruct the pedigree using APIS 
software (Griot et al., 2020). 

In parallel, from the same mating, a group of 800 fish was reared till commercial size and 
slaughtered at EMG on the 11th of February 2019 at 714 days post fertilization (518 g of mean 
body weight). At slaughter, harvest weight, head weight, viscera weight, and carcass weight 
were recorded. At the same time, a fin sample was taken for each fish and associated to the 
previously recorded traits. The fin sample was then used for genotyping and parentage 
assignment. 
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2.2 Data analysis 
SPSS Statistics 25 software was used for descriptive statistics, correlations and graphs. In order 
to compare the growth performance of the trial populations in two trial sites between them and 
with a third site without dominant presence of parasites of interest, the average z-scores of 
average family growth was estimated and pedigree information from Nireus breeding program 
was used. 

The genetic component of the parasites count was estimated via the genetic parameter 
estimation of the parasite count (i.e. heritabilities and genetic and phenotypic correlations with 
growth traits). The magnitude of trait heritability is an estimate of the existing additive genetic 
variation of a trait. Moreover, the genetic correlations between traits (i.e. parasite count and 
growth) is an indication of the magnitude of gene pleiotropy as well as the impact of genetic 
selection on one trait would have on the other traits (i.e. impact of genetic selection on parasite 
resistance to growth traits). All the genetic variance components were significant (P<0.05). 

Nevertheless, the genetic parameters were estimated using a multi-trait animal model for: 

a) Weight at tagging (WBTSea), 

b) Weight at 2 months since introduction to the cages (W2mSea), 

c) Weight at 4 months since introduction to the cages (W4mSea), 

d) Growth at sea cages (W4mSea -WBTSea), and 

e) Parasite count, 

with the site and year (only in D. aequans trial) as fixed effects and the animal as a random 
effect. The year effect was considered only in D. aequans trial since the trial was successful in 
both years whereas, the L. kroyeri trial was only successfully in 2018 since the 2017 trial had very 
high mortality. Moreover, bodyweight at the start of the trial did not significantly affect the 
number of parasites in both trials and therefore was not included in the model. However, the 
number of days in the sea cages was used as a covariate in the D. aequans trial since there were 
differences between the two years in the time that the fish remained in the sea cages.  

Furthermore, various data transformation was performed for normalization of the data and to 
remove any skeweness of the data in the datasets of both trials. In most of the cases no 
significant differences in the genetic parameter estimates were observed. Consequently, the 
results of the untransformed data are presented herein. 

Using the genetic parameters estimated above, the Estimated Breeding Values (EBVs) for the 
above traits were also estimated using the same multi-trait animal model. The VCE6.0 software 
(Greonevelt et al., 2010) was used in the analysis. 

Regarding the V. harveyi challenge, variance components and estimated breeding values were 
calculated for survival to V. harveyi as binary trait (1 = dead, 2 = alive) under a threshold model 
using THRGIBBASF90 software. For this analysis, the body weight of the fish at the beginning of 
the challenge was used as covariable as we found a significant effect of this body weight on 
survival to V. harveyi (see in results section). 

Additionally, the traits measured on the slaughtered group (except harvest weight) were 
converted to residuals by subtracting to the measured value the expected value fitted from the 
linear regression of the trait (head weight, viscera weight or carcass weight) on harvest weight. 
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In other words, a fish with a positive residual head weight has a heavier head than the average 
fish of similar body weight. This was done to account for the effect of harvest weight on the 
traits measured. Then, variance components and estimated breeding values were computed 
from a multivariate linear mixed animal model which was fitted by restricted maximum 
likelihood in AIREMLF90. 

 

 

3 Results 

3.1 Descriptive statistics of the trials 

3.1.1 D. aequans infection trial 

For the 2017 trial for infection to D. aequans, parasite resistance (number of parasites per fish) 
and growth during the trial period, were evaluated on 1,625 surviving fish (72.93% survival rate). 
For the 2018 trial, 1,253 surviving fish (54.98% survival rate) evaluated regarding their resistance 
in parasites infection (parasite count) and their growth during infestation. For both years, there 
were fish without a single parasite; the maximum number of parasites recorded in a single fish 
was 334 and 528 parasites for 2017 and 2018, respectively. The average number of parasites at 
the family level for 2017 was 19 parasites, the minimum was 3 parasites and the maximum were 
45 parasites. In 2018, the average number of parasites per family was 47 parasites, with a 
minimum of 12 parasites in average and maximum of 100 parasites in average (Table 1). 

 

3.1.2 L. kroyeri infection trial 
For the copepod L. kroyeri, 2,222 and 2,258 fish originating from the same families as above 
were challenged in 2017 and 2018, respectively. The trial for L. kroyeri was not successful in 
2017 due to very low (17.9%) survival rate since the very first days of the trial. In 2018, 1,411 
fish were recorded at the end of the trial with a survival rate of 62.5%. The average number of 
parasites per fish was 24 with a maximum of 84 parasites per fish although fish without parasites 
were recorded. The minimum average number of parasites per family was 12 parasites, and the 
maximum was 44 parasites (Table 1). 

 

3.1.3 Growth comparisons between sites 
The average growth of fish population for the experimental period of 2018 in Nafpactos site (D. 
aequans trial) was 185g and in Sagiada site (L. kroyeri trial) was 155g although the average 
temperature differed by 1.5oC (higher in Sagiada site compared with Nafpactos site). Offspring 
members of the same families were farmed also in a third site where the two parasites of 
interests were not dominant. The average growth of the full-sibs farmed in the third site was 
260g, and this was also used as a reference (control) for the growth potential and the possible 
effect of parasites presence. Growth performance in the three different sites is presented in 
Table 2. Despite the test site, all fish fed the same commercially available feed (Feedus Blue Line 
3.5 and 5.0 mm). The possible impact of parasitism in fish growth is evident due to the different 
values of thermal growth coefficients (TGC) existing in the three different areas (Figure 1). The 
Thermal Growth Coefficient is defined as TGC = ((W1

1/3 – W0
1/3) * (ΣD0), where W1 and W0 the 
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final and the initial mean weight, respectively, and ΣD0 the sum of the cultivation days multiplied 
with the mean Τ0C. 

 

Table 1. Descriptive statistics for parasites cohabitation trials (standard deviations) 

 Initial 

No 

Final 

No 

Tagging 

weight (g) 

Final weight 

(g) 

Growth at 

sea (g) 

Parasite 

count 

Survival 

(%) 

D. aequans        

2017 2,228 1,608 17.5 (4.1) 126.0 (44.2) 108.0 (42.2) 26 (32.5) 72 % 

2018 2,297 1,197 12.7 (2.4) 214.6 (53.9) 185.0 (52.5) 47 (41.6) 52% 

L. kroyeri        

2018 2,425 1,576 19.0 (4.4) 174.3 (38.6) 155.2 (36.9) 24.4 (11.7) 64% 

 

 

Table 2. Average weight of European sea bass 2018 batch in three different sites. TGC is the 
Thermal Growth Coefficient 

 Palairos 
Av. weight (g) 

Nafpactos 
Av. weight (g) 

Sagiada 
Av. weight (g) 

June 45   
July 67 57 53 
Aug 112   
September 160 130 116 
October 221   
November 266 214 174 
December 307 242 208 
Day degrees 4415 4176 4410 

TGC 16.69 13.49 9.75 
 

The ranking of the families from the best to the worst was based on the average z-score of 
offspring growth. Comparing the ranking of the families in the three different sites can provide 
an indication about the severity of the effect of parasitism in the selection process and more 
specifically in the characterization of an individual as “preferable” or “non-preferable”. The fact 
that there are many half-sib families produced each single year in Nireus breeding program 
(originating from the same female or male) provides an opportunity to check the ranking of each 
female breeder based on the performance of her offspring. Comparison of rankings of female 
breeders based on offspring’s growth in different sites, provides helpful insights about the 
potential genetic component of parasites impact in fish growth. The growth at sea and z-scores 
of offspring for each female breeder are provided in Figure 2. In the case of families ranking 
based on average growth, a medium to high positive correlation was recorded among all three 
different sites; the highest correlation 0.732 was recorded between Nafpactos site (D. aequans) 
and Palairos site (reference site). Correlations among female breeders ranking were in average 
higher compared to the one recorded for families. Even in this case, the highest correlation 
recorded (0.78) was between Nafpactos and Palairos sites. Correlations of growth and z-scores 
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are presented in Table 3. These ranking correlations of family's z-scores deviations are in 
magnitude agreement with genetic correlations estimated between growth at sea cages and 
number of parasites (Table 4 and Table 5). 

 

Table 3. Pearson correlations between growth z-scores of E. sea bass families and maternal 
full and half sibs (females). (Above the diagonal families’ correlations regarding growth during 
infestation, below the diagonal females’ correlation regarding growth during infestation).  

 Palairos Sagiada Nafpactos 
Palairos  .53** .73** 
Sagiada .68**  .61** 

Nafpactos .78** .74**  

 

 

Table 4. Heritability, phenotypic and genetic correlations for parasite count (D. aequans), 
bodyweight at different ages and absolute growth in sea cages. Genetic correlation is given 
above diagonal and phenotypic correlation is given bellow diagonal (in parentheses the 
standard error of the estimates). 

 
WBTSea W2mSea W4mSea Parasites n Growth at 

sea 

WBTSea 0.51 
(0.04) 

0.95 
(0.01) 

0.88 
(0.01) 

0.20  
(0.06) 

0.60  
(0.03) 

W2mSea 0.80 
(0.05) 

0.43 
(0.01) 

0.94 
(0.01) 

0.26 
(0.05) 

0.66  
(0.03) 

W4mSea 0.72 
(0.04) 

0.82 
(0.00) 

0.42  
(0.01) 

0.28 
(0.05) 

0.85 
(0.02) 

Parasites n 0.05 
(0.05) 

0.01 
(0.01) 

-0.03 
(0.01) 

0.20 
(0.01) 

0.37 
(0.06) 

Growth at sea 0.37 
(0.04) 

0.54 
(0.01) 

0.72 
(0.01) 

0.00  
(0.01) 

0.43 
(0.01) 
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Table 5. Heritability, phenotypic and genetic correlations for parasite count (L. kroyeri), 
bodyweight at different ages and absolute growth in sea cages. Genetic correlation is given 
above diagonal and phenotypic correlation is given bellow diagonal (in parentheses the 
standard error of the estimates). 

 WBTSea W2mSea W4mSea Parasites n Growth at 
sea 

WBTSea 0.51 
(0.05) 

0.80 
(0.04) 

0.67 
(0.06) 

0.40 
(0.11) 

0.47 
(0.09) 

W2mSea 0.49 
(0.03) 

0.28 
(0.04) 

0.93 
(0.02) 

0.28 
(0.11) 

0.78 
(0.05) 

W4mSea 0.41 
(0.03) 

0.77 
(0.01) 

0.34 
(0.05) 

0.22 
(0.11) 

0.94 
(0.01) 

Parasites n 0.32 
(0.03) 

0.19 
(0.03) 

0.14 
(0.03) 

0.28 
(0.03) 

0.09 
(0.11) 

Growth at sea 0.25 
(0.04) 

0.63 
(0.02) 

0.84 
(0.01) 

0.05 
(0.03) 

0.29 
(0.04) 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Temperature profiles in three different sites for the trial period 
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Figure 2. Box plots of growth at sea (GAS) z-scores per female in three different sites. GAS is 
defined as the increase on body weight obtained since the stocking at sea up to the final 
recording weight. 
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3.1.4 V. harveyi infection trial 

First significant mortality occurred on the day after the injection and reached a peak 2 days after 
the injection. At the end of the challenge, the mortality rate reached 46% for a total of 546 fish 
dead (Figure 3). We found that survival to V. harveyi was significantly affected by the weight of 
the fish at tagging (F1,1184 = 208, p-value < 0.001, Figure 4). 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.1.5 Slaughter trial 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Number of dead fish per tank and per day (or half day) after vibrio injection 

Figure 4. Boxplot of body weight before V.harveyi challenge of dead and survival fish. 
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A total of 792 fish were slaughtered at mean weight of 518 g. After excluding aberrant values of 
yield traits above and below 3 standard deviations from the mean, 752 fish remained for the 
analysis. The summary of the phenotypes is given in Table 6. We found significant phenotypic 
correlation between residual head weight and residual viscera weight (r = -0.38, F1,750= 125.9, p-
value < 0.0001) between residual head weight and residual carcass weight (r = 0.48, F1,750= 225.7, 
p-value < 0.0001) and between residual viscera weight and residual carcass weight (r = 0.63, 
F1,750 = 505.8, p-value < 0.0001) (Figure 5). 

 

Table 6. Summary of phenotypes measured on the slaughtered group 
 

Number of fish Mean (g) sd (g) CV 

Harvest weight 792 518.7 109.0 21% 

Carcass weight 752 450.2 92.2 20% 

Viscera weight 752 51.7 16.4 31% 

Head weight 752 89.0 18.9 21% 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Phenotypic correlations between harvest traits expressed as residuals 
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3.2 Genetic parameters estimation 
3.1.1 D. aequans infection trial 

The heritability estimates (h2) for bodyweight and growth traits (Table 4) (Weight before 
transfer to the sea cages 0.51, weight after 2 months in the sea cages 0.43, weight after 4 months 
in the sea cages 0.42 and absolute growth at sea cages 0.43) are within the range that reported 
in the literature (Vandeputte et al., 2009, Saillant et al., 2009, Dupont-Nivet, et al., 2010). As 
expected, phenotypic and genetic correlations between body weight at different ages were high 
(0.72-0.82 and 0.88-0.95, respectively). However, both phenotypic and genetic correlations 
were decreased when body weight was associated with the absolute growth at the cages 
(growth at sea, 0.37-0.72 and 0.6-0.75, respectively). Nevertheless, the heritability of parasite 
count for D. aequans, was a medium heritable trait (h2=0.2), which does not seem to affect body 
weight (phenotypic correlations -0.03 to 0.05), but it is slightly affecting its genetic potential 
(genetic correlations 0.2 to 0.3 with body weight at different ages, and 0.37 with growth at sea).  
Based on these heritability estimates, we can verify that the trait is expressing a reasonable 
(additive) genetic variation, which therefore means that the genetic improvement at a 
reasonable rate is possible without significantly impairing selection on growth. 

 

3.1.2 L. kroyeri infection trial 

Heritability of L. kroyeri presence estimated at 0.28, a quite high value for resistance trait and 
comparable to values of heritability observed for body-weight and growth traits (Table 5). 
However, parasite count exhibited larger phenotypic correlation with body weight at different 
ages (0.14 to 0.32), but similar value with growth at sea cages in comparison with parasite count 
of D. aequans (0.00 and 0.05, respectively). Moreover, the number of L. kroyeri parasites 
appeared also to slightly affect body weight and growth genetic potential (genetic correlations 
0.09 to 0.4). 

The positive genetic correlation of parasite count with growth together with the fact that 
parasitic infestation is affecting growth (Table 6) is an indirect indication that selection for low 
parasite count would negatively affect growth. In addition, the higher the heritability of the 
parasite count the lower is expected to be the Pearson correlation of family's z-scores between 
trial site and reference (control) site. And this is the case in our two experiments, for example in 
Sagiada site, where L. kroyeri parasite count express higher heritability, the correlation of  
family's z-scores between the two sites [Sagiada and Palairos (reference site)] is lower (0.53 - 
0.68) than the correlation of family's z-scores between Nafpaktos (D. aequans) and Palairos 
(reference) sites (0.73 - 0.78) (Table 3). 

 

3.1.3 V. harveyi infection and slaughter trials 

First, we estimated that survival to V. harveyi was weakly heritable (h² = 0.09), while harvest 
traits were moderately to strongly heritable (h² = 0.18 for residual head weight and h² = 0.62 for 
residual viscera weight) (Table 7). Second, we estimated that survival to V. harveyi was not 
genetically correlated to harvest traits except for residual head weight (rg = 0.45 ±0.20). We also 
found that the genetic correlation between harvest weight and residual carcass weight was not 
significantly different from zero, whereas the genetic correlation between harvest weight and 
residual head weight was strongly negative (rg = -0.60±0.12). 
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Table 7. Heritability (in the diagonal) and genetic correlations (above diagonal) of the traits 
measured during V. harveyi challenge and on the slaughtered group. In parenthesis are the 
standard error of the estimation.  

  V. harveyi 
Survival 

Harvest 
weight 

Residual 
carcass weight 

Residual 
viscera weight 

Residual head 
weight 

V. harveyi  
Survival 

0.09 (0.03) -0.12 (0.18) 0.16 (0.13) -0.13 (0.12) 0.45 (0.20) 

Harvest 
weight 

 
0.29 (0.05) -0.22 (0.13) 0.21 (0.12) -0.60 (0.12) 

Residual 
Carcass 
weight 

  
0.39 (0.06) -0.96 (0.02) 0.47 (0.10) 

Residual 
viscera 
weight 

   
0.62 (0.06) -0.52 (0.09) 

Residual 
head 
weight 

    
0.18 (0.04) 

 

 

4 Discussion 

Parasites infection is expected to be the major health risk of Mediterranean fish farming in the 
years to come. Variability of parasites due to different life cycles, hosting strategies and impacts 
requires different defence strategies. The opportunities to minimize the impacts through non–
invasive strategies such as the selective breeding should be examined thoroughly.  

In marine sites with profound infestation by monogeneans (D. aequans), a very large variation 
in the number of parasites (parasite count) per fish is recorded. We cannot conclude about the 
impact of monogeneans on fish survival as the collection of dead fish and verification of death 
cause was not possible, although a profound impact on fish growth is recorded. Heritability of 
parasite resistance (for both parasites) is medium to high, in the same levels or higher with 
heritabilities recorded for other disease resistance trials, providing enough space for 
improvement under a structured selective breeding program. 

L. kroyeri presents a significant risk for the Mediterranean fish farming due to its impact on fish 
growth and the obvious reduced acceptance of infected fish by the markets and the consumers. 
The limited available choices of treatment and the high risk of parasites adaptation on current 
available treatments, increase the need to find alternatives to deal with this parasite. Currently 
available results show a very promising potential to increase resistance to L. kroyeri through 
selective breeding.  

Growth comparison between not infected and infected sites by different dominant parasites, 
gives useful insights about parasites impacts and strategies to be followed by selective breeding 
programs. Comparing the ranking of the families in the three different sites can provide an 
indication about the severity of the parasitism effect in the selection process and more 
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specifically in the characterization of an individual as preferable or non-preferable. High 
correlation between evaluation among different sites for both female breeders and families, 
provides us a certainty that the effectiveness of the selection process will not be disrupted by 
the abundance of the two specific parasites and the selected offspring will continue to grow 
faster even under these special environmental conditions, compared with their non-selected 
counterparts. Furthermore, the inclusion of parasite resistance as a selection trait will not 
exclude fish with great growth potential and will not delay improvement in the growth rate of 
the selected fish. Concerning that, when Estimated Breeding Values (EBVs) for parasite count 
and growth traits where estimated for both traits, it was evident that simultaneous selection for 
low parasite count and high growth in a selection index would only slightly impair selection on 
growth (data not shown).   

Nevertheless, the preliminary results look quite promising in terms of the existing potential for 
genetic improvement for a resistance trait when it is compared with livestock and gives a good 
basis for further genetic analysis using molecular genetic markers, in order to identify SNP 
markers affecting resistance to parasites. 

In conclusion, both parasites infections exhibit substantial genetic variation in the number of 
parasites on the fish (h2=0.2-0.28, Table 4 & Table 5). However, infection from L. kroyeri could 
lead to substantial production loss due to occasional high mortality rate (e.g. 82% in 2017, as 
mentioned in the results section) and, moreover, is expressing slightly higher genetic variation 
(h2= 0.28, Table 5). Considering also commercial reasons, such as the lack of treatment methods 
and the reduced acceptability by the markets, it was decided to further explore the genetic 
resistance to this parasite (L. kroyeri) infection using genomic tools such as an SNP-array. 
Consequently, a sample of 1,033 fish originating from 84 males and 35 female broodstock was 
selected, to have sufficient power for a Genome Wide Association analysis (GWAS) using the 
SNP array genotypes. Selective genotyping was applied for the samples based on the discordant 
EBVs as estimated using a multi-trait animal model using the genetic parameters estimated of 
the progeny in parasite (L. kroyeri) count and the within family variation of parasite count (Data 
of individual fish available upon request). In detail, half of the fish were selected on the basis of 
discordant parasite count EBVs, and half on the basis of expressing the highest within family 
variation of parasite count. This selective genotyping scheme was preferred in order to capture 
both between and within family variation in our sample since it is of high importance to identify 
not only differences in parasite resistance between families but also, which of the sibling of one 
family has higher genetic resistance in parasite infection.  

Finally, the experiments and the above genetic analyses will be repeated in 2020 (in WP6) also 
in two different sea-cages of the same site using the standard and an alternative feed in order 
to determine the existence of Genotype by Environment (GxE) interaction and estimate the 
magnitude of its effect on parasite resistance. Moreover, the results of the GWAS analysis will 
be used to validate any GxE interaction at a molecular (SNP) level. 

 

V. harveyi is also one of the main threats for the sustainability of Mediterranean aquaculture. 
This is because no efficient vaccine is currently available and also because this bacterial disease 
is able to generate mortalities up to 50%. Hence, our goal was to investigate the potential 
genetic basis of resistance to V. harveyi, which would enable breeders to select fish with higher 
survival to V. harveyi. 
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The results showed that resistance to V. harveyi had indeed a genetic basis (h² = 0.09). However, 
the heritability was weak meaning that the increase of resistance through selective breeding 
would be slow. Such results must push the breeding companies to evaluate the economic 
balance between the cost of selection (including the cost of challenge and genotypes) and the 
economic gain due to the selection response. If we consider an initial mortality rate of 20% on 
farms, the response to selection could reduce this rate by 2 to 8% considering an accuracy of 0.4 
and a selection pressure between 50% and 1%. Therefore, despite low heritability, there is room 
of improvement for resistance to V. harveyi. 

The estimation of such low heritability could be explained by several technical reasons. First, we 
decided to challenge the fish via injection. We chose injection because we could not find the 
right dose to generate sufficient mortality in a bath challenge. However, injection does not 
represent natural contamination as it overpasses the first barrier that the skin and mucus 
represent. A challenge by bath could have led to different heritability results by involving more 
physiological functions in the resistance to V. harveyi. Second, the same bacterial dose was 
injected to all fish which could explain the over mortality observed for the smaller fish. Such over 
mortality could bias the estimation of heritability. Another factor that could have influenced the 
results is the interaction between the immune response generated by the V. harveyi during the 
challenge and the previous immune history of the fish. It cannot be excluded that earlier 
infection in hatchery could have affected the present response to the V. harveyi challenge. 

Additionally, the genetic correlation between survival to V. harveyi and residual head weight, 
meaning that fish families with bigger head at a fixed body weight had higher resistance, should 
be investigated further. This significant correlation could be linked to respiratory capacities and 
gill surface involved in oxygen uptake or to other immune response taking place in the head 
area. Regarding harvest traits, the strong genetic correlation found between harvest weight and 
residual head weight indicates that selection only for heavier fish would gradually leads to fish 
with smaller heads. This is an important result for breeders because European sea bass are 
mostly sold as whole fish and shape is an important criterion for customers. Hence, in breeding 
programs, care should be taken to avoid the reduction of the head while breeding for growth 
and harvest weight. 
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